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CHAPTER - I  Introductory  Pages

(i) Evolution of Chronology in Ancient India: 1-18
   References in the Vedic Literature
   the Vedāṅga Jyotiṣa - references in Kalpaśūtra,
   Panini's Grammar, smṛti literature
   Early astronomers - Āryabhala 1 -
   Varāhamihira -Brahmagupta - other eminent
   astronomers in ancient India - their treatises
   and their estimate.

(ii) Sources of Investigation:
   Dates in epigraphic records - regnal
   years - eras - months - fortnights - lunar days
   week-days - intercalations - eclipses etc.
   Dates in literary records - contemporary and posterior.
Data about the different chronological systems in ancient Gujarat

Chapter II: The Mauryan Period and the Indo-Greek period

(i) The Mauryan Period

Introduction - Girnar Rock edicts of Asoka - regnal years.
"Mguriya - Kale" in the Hathigunpha inscription of Kharvada - untenability of the reading and the consequent existence of the Mauryan era.

(ii) The Indo-Greek Period

Introduction - Coins of Menander and Apollodotus II in Gujarat - no dates - Dates given in inscriptions outside Gujarat - The systems of years and months.

Chapter III: The Period of the Western Kṣatrapas

Introduction -

(i) The Saka Era

Dates in the records of the different families of the Kṣatrapa kings - different views about the identification of the era -
the nomenclature of the era - its probable origin - its close association with the Sakas its epoch - the system of its years and months.

Appendix

The Problem of the year on the Inscribed Pot-sherd at Amreli:

The year 344 on the inscribed pot-sherd-referred to the Vikrama era - untenable - Śaka year 344 not possible statigraphically - suggestion of the probable modification in the reading.

(ii) The Kathika Era.

Devani Mori casket inscription of the time of King Rudrasena - the year 127 of the Kathika Kings - different views about the identification of the era used in this date - its probable epoch and origin.

Chapter IV; The Gupta Period

Introduction:

(1) The Gupta Era

Known dates - "Gupta kāla" - different views about the identification, epoch and origin of the era - the epoch of the Gupta era - the system of its years and months.
(ii) The Kalacuri Era.

The date in the Pardi copper-plate inscription of King Dahrasena - the continuance of the era in South Gujarat (and adjoining regions) in the succeeding period - different views about the nomenclature, identification and origin of the era - its epoch - its probable origin.

Chapter V : The Maitraka Period

Introduction

(i) The Valabhi Era

Dates in the Maitraka records - different views about the identification of an unspecified era - the nomenclature, epoch and origin of the era - the system of its year and months.

(ii) The Kalacuri Era.

Dates in the records of different dynasties in South Gujarat - data for determining the system - the probable system of years and months - the epoch and use of the era.

(iii) The Saka Era.
Use in a few dates – an investigation into the probable circumstances for the re-emergence of the Saka era in Gujarat.

(iv) The Vikrama Era

The date in the Hansot plate of King Bhārata II – the identification of the era used therein – the early nomenclatures of the era – the different views about its origin – its epoch – the probable circumstances for its sudden appearance in the Cāhamāna Kingdom of South Gujarat.

Chapter VI: The Post-Mitraka Period

Introduction

(i) The Valabhi Era

Continuance of the era to a certain extent – the specification of its nomenclature – no data for determining the system.

(ii) The Gupta Era

Its use in the Saîndhava records – its distinction from the Valabhi era – the system of its years – its association with the Saîndhava kingdom.

(iii) The Saka Era
(iv) The Vikrama Era.

Available dates of this period - the system of years - the probable circumstances for the adoption of the Vikrama era in these records - the traditional dates about the Cavada Kings - their doubtful character.

Chapter VII: The Caulukya Period

Introduction

(i) The Vikrama Era.

Its common use in the records of the Caulukya period - its probable cause - the copious character of the data and verifiable dates - helpful data of week-days, eclipses, intercalary months etc. - an investigation into the different systems of its years and months - the territorial classification of verifiable dates - regular and irregular dates according to the different systems applicable.
Sarasbata Mandala - (Dates Nos. 1-137) Astadasasata Mandala (Dates Nos. 138-279)

Chapter VIII. The Caulukya Period (cont.) 418 - 622

North and North-East Gujarat
(Dates Nos. 280 - 328) - Central Gujarat
(Dates Nos. 329 - 386) - South Gujarat
(Dates Nos. 387 - 396)

Saurashtra - East Saurashtra
(Dates Nos.: 397 - 415) - South Saurashtra
(Dates Nos. 416 - 456) - Central Saurashtra
(Dates Nos. 457 - 58) - West Saurashtra (Dates Nos. 459-462) - North Saurashtra (Dates Nos. 463 - 471) - Kutch (Dates Nos. 472 - 474)

Systems of years and months - Saṃvatsaras - Intercalary months -

(ii) The Simha Era

Limitation of use - in South Saurashtra and during the Caulukya period - specification of the nomenclature of this era - some other dates wrongly ascribed to the Simha era - its probable epoch - the scheme of its years and months - different views about its origin.
(iii) The Siddha - Hema - Kumara Era

The appearance of this era in Hema-
candra's commentary on Abhidhāna - cintāmani and in an image inscription on Mt. Satunjaya - its epoch - its probable origin - the system of its years and months -

(iv) The Saka Era

A few dates occurring in epigraphic records of South Gujarat - some clue for the system of its months - the mention of Jovian Samvatsara with its year - modification in the system of naming the samvatsara - probable impact of the South -

(v) The Valabhi Era

A few dates available in some records belonging to this period - the specification of the name 'Valabhi Samvat - the system of its years and months - the extinction of the era -

(vi). The Hijri Era

A date available only in Veraval stone inscription of King Arjunadeva - "ra of Bodhakara Rasula Mahāmada" - origin and epoch - its lunar
character - reckoning of its months - no mention of its month and day in the inscription.

General Survey 623 - 628